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The aim of The Lighting Society is the advancement of the art and science of illumination and the circulation of 

knowledge to all interested parties.

The IES Australia and New Zealand Lighting Awards program provides a unique opportunity for public and industry 

recognition of professionalism, ingenuity, innovation and originality in lighting design and implementation. 

This program is not a competition, but rather highlights excellence in lighting. 
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2023 LIGHTING AWARD ENTRIES 



83 PIRIE STREET FOYER



ARTC – MAIN COMMUNICATION ROOM



FRANGIPANI HOUSE



KINGSWOOD OVAL



LITTLE PARA LINEAR PARK



LUMA RESTAURANT AND BAR



MAGILL ROAD REACTIVATION



NATIONAL WINE CENTRE OF AUSTRALIA



NORWOOD OVAL



OVINGHAM LEVEL CROSSING REMOVAL



PICCADILLY CINEMA



SIR DOUGLAS MAWSON LAKE



UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA ENTERPRISE HUB



WOMEN’S AND CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL SUSTAINMENT UPGRADE



WSP ADELAIDE OFFICE FITOUT



VAILO ZENITH GEN V SPORTS LUMINAIRE









GOLD SPONSORS



2023 LIGHTING AWARD WINNERS



AWARD OF COMMENDATION

LiDA

FRANGIPANI HOUSE
ARCHITECTS INK & INSIGHT LIGHTING SOLUTIONS

The lighting design masterfully blends with the home's architecture, achieving a harmonious balance that complements the spac es without overpowering them. The judges were particularly impressed 

by the thoughtful integration of natural light and light shafts, which add dynamic ambiance throughout the day. 

The scale of the lighting fixtures perfectly complements the proportions of the space, discreetly highlighting the homeowner' s carefully curated collection of objects. The design team faced a unique 

challenge in the form of a shallow 30mm deep ceiling void, making their achievement even more remarkable.
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ARCHITECTS INK & 

INSIGHT LIGHTING SOLUTIONS



FRANGIPANI HOUSE

ARCHITECTS INK & 

INSIGHT LIGHTING SOLUTIONS



AWARD OF COMMENDATION

LiDA

OVINGHAM LEVEL CROSSING REMOVAL
PTP ALLIANCE, MOTT MACDONALD, ARUP, COX ARCHITECTURE & ASPECT STUDIOS

The carefully planned lighting design has not only transformed the space but has also played a crucial role in enhancing the surrounding urban setting. The warm, inviting ambiance generated by the 

lighting extends outwards, creating a sense of connection and inviting passers -by to experience this public realm, all whilst evoking a feeling of safety.

This project demonstrates the power of lighting design to transform what could be underutilized spaces into vibrant, engaging , and welcoming areas that enrich the urban environment and foster 

community connection.



OVINGHAM LEVEL CROSSING REMOVAL

PTP ALLIANCE, MOTT MACDONALD, ARUP,

COX ARCHITECTURE & ASPECT STUDIOS



OVINGHAM LEVEL CROSSING REMOVAL

PTP ALLIANCE, MOTT MACDONALD, ARUP,

COX ARCHITECTURE & ASPECT STUDIOS



AWARD OF COMMENDATION

LiLA

VAILO ZENITH GEN V SPORTS LUMINAIRE
VAILO

The Zenith Gen 5 Sports Luminaire stands as a testament to the power of innovation, meticulous design and local manufacture. Its compact size facilitates seamless retrofitting into existing lighting 

systems, minimizing disruptions and maximizing cost-effectiveness. This thoughtful design choice demonstrates a profound understanding of the practical needs of sporting facilities and their 

managers.

The luminaire's concealed cable reticulation not only enhances its aesthetic appeal but also safeguards it against bird -related damage, ensuring long-lasting performance.
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VAILO ZENITH GEN V SPORTS LUMINAIRE

VAILO



AWARD OF COMMENDATION

LiDA

KINGSWOOD OVAL
VAILO

This retrofit upgrade stands as a beacon of innovation, transforming the once outdated and inefficient lighting fixtures into a modern, energy-efficient LED system. Executed within a remarkable five-

day timeframe and under budget, the project's impact extends beyond mere recreation, fostering a safer and more inviting space for community engagement and social interaction.

The revitalized Kingswood Oval now extends its welcoming arms to the community, offering opportunities for night time sports activities while achieving great uniformity and visual comfort.



KINGSWOOD OVAL

VAILO



KINGSWOOD OVAL

VAILO



AWARD OF COMMENDATION

LiDA

SIR DOUGLAS MAWSON LAKE
CITY OF SALISBURY & BUCKFORD ILLUMINATION GROUP

This upgrade successfully replaced HID lamps with energy efficient LED lights resulting in significant savings in maintenance costs and a lower carbon footprint.

The project was praised by the judges for its innovative approach, positive impact on the community and consideration for wil dlife with the use of PC Amber LED chips.

A comfortable level of illumination is achieved throughout the pathways and carpark which makes the area much more inviting t o people of all ages.
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SIR DOUGLAS MAWSON LAKE

CITY OF SALISBURY & 

BUCKFORD ILLUMINATION GROUP



AWARD OF COMMENDATION

LiDA

83 PIRIE STREET ENTRY FOYER
BESTEC, WOODS BAGOT, INSIGHT LIGHTING SOLUTIONS

A wide variety of lighting techniques have been used to create a welcoming, inviting, and sophisticated space.

Plants are bathed in the glow of cool-coloured LEDs, encouraging healthy growth and the majority of the space is illuminated wit h soft, indirect light emanating from feature boxes. This subtle 

lighting approach avoids harsh glare and accentuates the architectural details.

The softly diffused light box ceiling acts as a beacon, gently drawing users towards an area that might otherwise feel dimly lit and encourages them to interact with the various spaces.
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83 PIRIE STREET FOYER

BESTEC, WOODS BAGOT & 

INSIGHT LIGHTING SOLUTIONS



AWARD OF EXCELLENCE

LiDA

LUMA RESTAURANT AND BAR
HACHEM

Luma wins an award of excellence for its innovative and immersive design. The restaurant and bar's lighting scheme is described as "brave, bold, and unique," pushing the boundaries of traditional 

lighting design. The lighting works as a sculptural art piece, consistent with the building and branding of the Sebel hotel, transforming the venue into a truly immersive experience for guests.

The effect is both soft and elegant, artistic and immersive, creating a luxurious and inviting space for guests to enjoy.

It simply is a work of art that sets a new standard for restaurant and bar lighting. 



LUMA RESTAURANT AND BAR
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LUMA RESTAURANT AND BAR

HACHEM



AWARD OF EXCELLENCE

LiDA

WCH SUSTAINMENT UPGRADE
LUCID CONSULTING AUSTRALIA & VERSALUX

The special care baby unit caters to patients who demand specialized treatment sometimes lasting months or even longer. 

The unit is illuminated with the Versalux MelaGen system, an embodiment of innovation that harnesses cutting-edge LED technology, meticulously researched and developed to achieve remarkable 

enhancements in the well-being of visitors, staff, and patients alike. This system goes beyond the traditional tunable white approach, which merely alters the color temperature of LEDs. Instead, it 

precisely modulates the intensity of blue-enriched light throughout the day, mimicking the natural rhythm of circadian lighting.

The client deserves recognition for embracing this innovative technology and it sets a commendable precedent for future healt hcare projects.



WOMEN’S AND CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL SUSTAINMENT UPGRADE

LUCID CONSULTING AUSTRALIA & VERSALUX



WOMEN’S AND CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL SUSTAINMENT UPGRADE

LUCID CONSULTING AUSTRALIA & VERSALUX



AWARD OF EXCELLENCE

LiDA

WSP ADELAIDE OFFICE FITOUT
WSP, JPE DESIGN STUDIO & INSIGHT LIGHTING SOLUTIONS

The new WSP Adelaide office fitout wins an award of excellence for its outstanding lighting design on a limited budget. The d esign team carefully selected and detailed the fixtures to create a variety 

of effects, including seamless transitions between different areas of the office. Despite the budget constraints, the team wa s able to create a highly effective and visually appealing lighting scheme.

The different areas of the office have their own unique lighting schemes, tailored to their specific functions and needs. The lighting throughout the office is united by a common design aesthetic, 

creating a sense of harmony and balance.
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WSP, JPE DESIGN STUDIO & 

INSIGHT LIGHTING SOLUTIONS









SILVER SPONSORS



ADELAIDE AIRPORT CONCOURSE
INSIGHT LIGHTING SOLUTIONS, BESTEC ENGINEERING, HASSELL, TYRONE ELECTRICAL

INTERNATIONAL AWARD OF EXCELLENCE



SHAPE OFFICE FITOUT - ADELAIDE
SHAPE AUSTRALIA, BESTEC, JPE DESIGN STUDIO, INSIGHT LIGHTING SOLUTIONS, SKS TECHNOLOGIES

INTERNATIONAL AWARD OF EXCELLENCE



HER MAJESTY’S THEATRE
AURECON, COX ARCHITECTURE, H.I. LIGHTING, INSIGHT LIGHTING SOLUTIONS, 

LIGHTSOURCE AUSTRALIA, 3S LIGHTING, NIRAMAR

INTERNATIONAL AWARD OF EXCELLENCE



RON HINDE PERPETUAL TROPHY

OVINGHAM LEVEL CROSSING REMOVAL
PTP ALLIANCE, MOTT MACDONALD, ARUP, COX ARCHITECTURE & ASPECT STUDIOS









BRONZE SPONSORS







THANK YOU

THE IESANZ SA/NT CHAPTER WOULD LIKE TO THANK ALL 

SPONSORS AND ATTENDEES FOR SUCH A GREAT NIGHT

STAY TUNED FOR DETAILS ON WHAT WILL BE ANOTHER AMAZING 

AWARDS NIGHT IN 2024


